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Problem: Access to crucial metadata related to lu-
nar surface exploration, much of it found in as yet un-
digitzed and unprocessed collections of Apollo era 
documentation, would, if made available, provide an 
essential context for more comprehensive understand-
ing and more effective analysis and modeling of the 
extensive archive of lunar data, as well as for devel-
opment of more effective field techniques to support 
lunar surface science activities and missions [1].  We 
have proposed to address this problem by completing 
the online archiving, by developing MoonCapture, a 
state of the art semantic web based knowledge man-
agement tool to provide this access and analysis capa-
bility for lunar surface information (Figure 1).  

Context: Mooncapture incorporates the recently 
discovered extensive collection of Apollo-era plan-
ning, simulation, and training source materials unique-
ly well preserved as hardcopy and available at the 
USGS Flagstaff RPIF, and linking currently archived 
lunar data, maps, reports and other online resources, 
including those at RPIF and PDS facilities, to these 
materials, to create a ‘lunar data clearinghouse’ with 
automated data ingest and concept extraction capabili-
ties.  This semantic web based tool would provide the 
basis for conceptual analysis of planning, simulation, 
training for lunar surface exploration that can be ap-
plied to future robotic or human mission planning, as 
well as for a ‘one stop shopping’ process to discover 
previously unseen relationships between techniques, 
hypotheses, and measurements that could be useful, for 
example, in providing further insight into lunar sam-
ples and orbital data at the PDS. We are designing 
MoonCapture to provide the basis for a generic tool for 
linking and providing a context for in-depth analysis of 
all lunar and planetary data and metadata useful for 
RPIF and PDS nodes. Ultimately, Mooncapture would 
provide the basis for uniquely linking the relatively 
inaccessible hardcopy collections at NASA RPIFs with 
digital data collections from related missions.    

Methodology and Tasks: This work utilizes, lev-
erages, and expands 1) Best practices and existing ex-
pertise for preserving, collecting, and cataloging multi-
media archival material being utilized in the USGS 
RPIF facility, including recent [2]and ongoing efforts 
and interest in finding and establishing an archive to 
include ‘missing’ Apollo era source materials relevant 
to lunar exploration, including activity planning, simu-
lation, and training documents for both lunar surface 
and field analog studies; 2) State-of-the-art knowledge 
capture tools to index, trace and analyze development 

of key science hypotheses and methodologies, provide 
a metadata ‘context’ for understanding lunar science 
measurements and techniques, and provide search cri-
teria and links between the these and other Apollo era 
documents and other online lunar sources, including 
remote observations, photos and maps, and the Apollo 
Lunar Surface Journal; 3) Preliminary analysis of 
Apollo planning, simulation, and training documents, 
including those involving use of terrestrial analogues, 
to establish a ‘baseline’ for effective surface science 
activities for future lunar missions [1]; 4) Development 
of state-of-the-art, open access user friendly search 
tools, interfaces, and use case test scenarios represent-
ing broad user communities [3]. 

The work involves three major tasks. Apollo Era 
Document Digital Archiving involves creating an 
online archive of such documents in the USGS RPIF 
collection, processing, selecting, indexing, creating a 
catalogue entry, and scanning. Development and test-
ing of the knowledge management toolkit for lunar 
data, otherwise known as MoonCapture, creates the 
basis for a lunar data clearinghouse that can establish 
links between information to support diverse user in-
terests. Use case scenarios developed for testing 
Mooncapture represent a broad range of disciplines 
and viewpoints. Finally, conceptual Analysis of Apollo 
era Documents involves registering documents as ob-
jects with key attributes, and study of those attributes 
as a function of time.   

Products: 1) Online catalog and digital archive at 
USGS RPIF to preserve large collection of ‘missing’ 
Apollo era planning/simulation/training documents and 
associated source materials. 2) Toolkit for generation 
of metadata from sources to use as contextual search 
material, and linking to existing online sources, includ-
ing map, sample data, and image data archives, with 
capability for automated concept extraction. 3) 
Demonstration of tool for several user scenarios asso-
ciated with program or mission planning, science, en-
gineering, or educational uses. 4) Using the toolkit, 
analysis of the development of key concepts, tech-
niques, and methodologies in lunar surface exploration 
to establish a ‘baseline’ for effective human or robotic 
lunar surface exploration using state of the art 
knowledge management tools. 5) Book on Methodolo-
gies for surface exploration developed for the Moon to 
be published by Springer.  
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Figure 1: Graphic illustrating MoonCapture state of the art vision versus conventional design for knowledge man-
agement toolkit for RPIFs and PDS as described in text. 
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